ABSTRACT This paper presents an extension for the current developed experience-based frameworks. The current experience-based scheme depends on executing two parallel threads; one tries to solve the problem using traditional approaches, while the other thread uses experience from past solutions for solving it. Once one of these threads solves the problem, its solution is promoted to be the problem's solution, yet disregarding the solution quality. However, our extension to experience-based frameworks uses clustering to decides which thread will solve the problem while maintaining solution quality. We have used experience-based motion planners for benchmarking our approach, where the presented results demonstrate that this approach works with different experience representations while maintaining better path quality, experience utilization, and reduced computational cost.
I. INTRODUCTION
The motion planning problem is defined as the problem of finding an optimal collision-free path reaching a predefined goal while satisfying a set of constraints since optimality is user-determined (e.g., shortest path, minimum path clearance, or mechanical work). Communities like robotics, control, and AI gave much attention to this problem [1] - [3] since motion planning is an essential task for any autonomous vehicles. [4] showed that the optimal path planning is a PSPACE-hard problem, and [5] abstracted the motion planning problems into a class of problems called spatial planning, in a unified way using the notation of configuration space C (i.e., surrounding environment).
Reference [6] proposed the following terms: probabilistically complete and asymptotically optimal. In addition to probabilistically complete, which is defined to describe algorithms that find a solution, if one exists, with probability approaching one while increasing computation time and excellent visibility properties. Asymptotically optimal is used for algorithms that converge to an optimal solution with probability one. Afterwards, [7] proved that exact algorithms with practical computational complexity are unavailable for shortest path planning in arbitrary environments,
The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Yangming Li. which allows using numerical methods for approximation and discretization. Such methods attempt to find a sequence of feasible solutions that converge to the optimal solution and are divided broadly into three main classes: Variational methods, Graph-search algorithms, and Incremental search approach. References [8] and [9] presented different variational methods, where these methods tend to represent the path as a parameterized function of a finite-dimensional vector; then apply non-linear continuous optimization techniques for finding the optimal path. However, such approaches are known for their rapid convergence to locally optimal solutions.
Graph-search algorithms emerged as an alternative to variational methods. First, the configuration space is discretized into a set of states where each node presents a state, and each vertex defines a collision-free path between two states. There are some strategies for constructing a graph, as discretizing the free configuration space. It is one of the common strategies: a geometric representation of derivatives and graphs constructed by either control or configuration space sampling. Reference [10] proposed dividing the configuration space into a set of vertical cells, then using any shortest path algorithm like A * for finding the optimal path. However, such an approach is resolution sensitive, which will have a direct impact on both path quality and memory consumption. As for incremental search methods, like sampling-based algorithms, the graph is constructed by exploring the reachability of the free configuration space using a steering and collision − check routines. The steering function receives starting state x and goal state y, ensuring the differential constraints are satisfied, and returns a path segment starting from x and going towards y (not necessarily reaching y). The steering function implementation is context dependent. The collision checking function returns true if the path segment lies entirely in the free configuration. Moreover, it is used to ensure that the resulting path does not collide with any of the obstacles. Nevertheless, sampling-based methods do not reuse any previous information from past solved motion planning problems (queries). Wherever the sampling-based algorithm receives a query, it would start planning each time, even if it had received this query before.
Reference [11] proposed the first experience-based algorithm named Lightning. Lightning was a path-centric approach where every problem's solution is stored to be used later. His approach was to retrieve the most similar path which can be used for solving the current motion planning problem then tries to repair damaged segments by re-planning them and solving the problem. However, such an approach has a limitless space cost. Therefore, [12] proposed saving experience in a graph form and named this approach E-Graph. E-Graph was created by first creating a dense graph, which can be generated by a traditional multi-query sampling-based algorithm, then using the graph nodes to build a spanner graph (SPARS), based on predefined selection methods. Due to discretization, E-Graph can get stuck easily in local minima upon using low-dimensional prediction heuristics.
Additionally, its computational cost is expensive since it needs to perform a collision-check (i.e., costs O(log d m) for each check) for the whole graph per each new problem. Reference [13] proposed a condition of relaxation for SPARS; to build the SPARS without the need of a dense graph, while not impacting the path quality and maintaining the probability of adding nodes to SPARS graph to zero as the iterations increase (named SPARS2). SPARS2 solved motion problems better then SPARS in continuous spaces. Later, [14] presented Thunder framework, which used SPARS2 as its experience planner. Thunder used the same parallel approach proposed by Lightning. However, Thunder executes a lazy collision-check for computational reduction and dynamic environment handling. Reference [15] also used the same parallel approach for presenting humanoid navigation planning, where it used the k-means clustering algorithm for search space reduction and improving the response time. Reference [16] uncovers the active research directions for experience-based planners challenges. Although experience-based algorithms reused prior knowledge for solving motion planning problems, it still requires more computational power due to its parallel implementation approach. Fig.1a shows a traditional experience-based planner, while fig.1b displays our extension for this parallel scheme. In the one hand, the traditional scheme starts two parallel planners: planning from scratch (PFS) and retrieve-and-repair (RR) planners, upon receiving a new query. PFS executes a traditional sampling-based algorithm, and RR retrieves the most similar solved query and repairs its solution to solve the current problem. The problem's solution is then selected based on which method finishes execution first. This approach improved a lot the response time, but discards the path quality and wastes computational power since one of these threads' solutions will be discarded. On the other hand, the proposed extension has an additional module. This module decides what will solve the problem; whether it will be the traditional planners or experience. First, we define the confidence level as for how near a problem is to a given cluster and based on this level the add-on module takes its decision. Upon encountering a new problem, it checks this problem cluster intra-distance similarity; then decides to use RR for problem-solving if, and only if, it has solved multiple similar problems before; otherwise it uses PFS. Such a decision is always biased towards more experience utilization without sacrificing path quality.
The paper is organized as follows: section II describes the notation, while section III explains our proposed approach with an extended explanation. Sections IV and V provides the experiment's results and discussion. Finally, The conclusion is presented in section VI.
II. NOTATION AND PROBLEM FORMULATION A. NOTATION
Let C denote the configuration space. where C ∈ R d and d holds problem dimension. For obstacle set is denoted by C obs ⊂ C, the free configuration space set can be defined as C free = C/C obs . Both c start and c end defines the initial VOLUME 7, 2019 
B. PROBLEM FORMULATION
Given 4-tuple C, C obs , c start , c end , queryDB , find an optimal motion planning solver σ * such that:
III. THE PROPOSED APPROACH
The presented extension studies previously encountered queries and use them for deciding which planner will be used for solving the current motion planning problem. Such an extension has a two-phase execution: a learning phase and a query phase. Initially, the add-on module is biased towards PFS to populate its experience database with motion planning problems. After being populated with a predefined size (ExperienceT ), it starts deciding which planner to use. In the learning phase, it clusters the motion planning problems using two features: the travel distance and cosine similarity between c start and c end (described later in section.III-A). Additionally, it tries to balance between clusters, where each cluster is bounded by a predefined size (MaxClusterT ). Algorithm.1 receives the problems database (queryDB) and the current clusters (clusters). If a cluster size has exceeded the predefined threshold, then it creates another cluster and re-train the classifier with the new clusters count(lines:1-5). Finally, our proposed approach can be used with different clustering algorithms. Therefore, we have abstracted the clustering algorithm using ClusterHeart routine.
Algorithm 1 ImproveExp(queryDB,clusters) 1: maxClusterSize ← maxSize(clusters) 2: if maxClusterSize > MaxClusterT then 3: clusterCount ← Size(clusters) + 1 4:
TrainCluster(queryDB, clusterCount) 5: end if
Regarding the query phase, the algorithm.2 presents the selection policy. After algorithm.2 receives currentQuery and queryDB, it checks how many problems it encountered till now. Based on this check, it decides to use PFS if the experience database is less than ExperienceT (lines:1-3), otherwise it computes the current problem samples vector values and based on this vector it locates which cluster it belongs to (lines:4-5). Then these samples are sorted using their distance function as the sorting criteria, and the allowed experience boundary value is located at two-thirds of the sorted samples (lines:6-8). Therefore, if the sample value is less than the experienceBoundIndex value, this embraces high confidence level for solving the problem using the RR algorithm. Otherwise a PFS will be picked to solve this problem (lines:9-12).
For a visual explanation, fig.2 presents three different scenarios which clarify how a planner is selected based on the confidence level. Scenario 1 ( fig.2a ) Shows a new problem (blue color) located outside all clusters and the nearest cluster to it is the top left cluster. Scenario 1's confidence level metric shows that even though this new problem belongs to this cluster, this does not mean that it has been encountered a lot to allow for an experience to solve it. Similarly scenario 2 ( fig.2b ) embraces a new problem that belongs to a cluster; however, its confidence level metric recommends using PFS to solve it. Finally, scenario 3 (fig.2c ) embraces a high confidence level for solving the problem using the retrieve-andrepair (RR) algorithm.
We have used k-means as our classifier with two features. The first feature is the euclidean distance between start and end states:
while second feature is the cosine similarity:
B. RUNTIME ANALYSIS Since our approach can be used with any classifier and sorting algorithm therefore, we assume their time complexities to be O(1). However, algorithm.2 is bounded by samples count (O(n)). As for space complexity will be bounded by the stored problems (O(n)).
IV. EXPERIMENTS
For clustering algorithms [17] dlib is used, while using [18] OMPL framework for benchmarking motion planners. We have integrated our proposed approach into Thunder and Lightning frameworks and compared them verse the original parallel scheme regarding path quality, experience, and memory utilization. These experiments are performed on four different maps presented in fig.3 and table 1 shortens their configurations. We used 250 randomly generated queries for each map with ExperienceT and MaxClusterT set to 10 and 30, then all results are presented in figs.4-5. Fig.4a shows the generated path error with respect to the optimal solution, and error histogram for E-Thunder and E-Lightning vs their traditional execution is presented in fig.4f and fig.4e . Experience utilization is defined by RR usage for problem solving which is displayed in fig.4b . Fig.4c presents the depleted memory of states count, while fig.4d shows the execution time consumed by each planner and figs.5a-5d embraces the cluster count increase for each map.
V. DISCUSSION
Our results demonstrate that the extended add-on for experience-based planners have significantly improved the path quality as shown in fig.4a , where both extended planners have a lower error range compared to their counterparts. Also figs.4f-4e emphasizes this by showing the error histogram, which proves that the extended version has a better path quality. However, such gain comes with a cost which is the experience utilization as displayed in fig.4b ; where the traditional Thunder has a better experience utilization compared to its extended version, unlike Lightning which has a higher experience utilization. The main reason behind these results is the experience representation. Thunder uses the graph for experience presentation while Lightning retains the whole solution. Such a result concludes that the add-on should take into consideration the experience representation, which can change the used classifier, rather than using k-means which can use the density-based classifier.
Memory consumption is another critical factor since the retaining strategies for Thunder and Lightning are different. Thunder uses the PFS's solution only for updating its graph, while Lightning uses [19] dynamic programming techniques for checking how much the used solution differed from the retrieved solution and retrained if the difference is greater than a predefined threshold. In our extended version, solutions are retained if, and only if, the PFS is selected for problem-solving, as shown in fig.4c Both Thunder planners have the same memory consumption, while E-Lightning has a lower consumption compared to its counterpart; this is also another reason why path quality has improved since the retained solutions are the asymptotically optimal solution. Figs.5e-5h display the memory footprint for each planner, where each path is colored with a different color. Execution time defines the response time for a given planner. Fig.4d concludes that the extended version has a small additional execution time cost to pay, even though it improved Lightnings response time since it avoids any retaining policy execution. Finally, figs.5a-5d presents the clusters count increase rate. Using algorithm.1 helped in balancing the clusters' size that has an impact on the confidence level, which in turn has an impact on the path quality itself. However, this shows that using better algorithms like [20] gap statistic for finding the optimal number of clusters will have better results.
VI. CONCLUSION
The extended experience-based scheme has demonstrated to have better solution quality compared to its traditional scheme. The proposed add-on module has shown how to use the experience to decide whether to use traditional solving methods or to use experience while maintaining higher solution quality, better experience utilization and reduced response time. However, this reveals future research directions like finding the optimal number of clusters on one hand and experience representation models and retrieval techniques on the other hand.
